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Judi Roaman I love Los Angeles: People, the weather, food, art - and shopping! I love driving around Los Angeles, mapping out my retail trips around the neighborhood. One of my favorite designs is Beverly Boulevard. It's easy to park and I find five majestic accessorators and accessorations in two blocks! I also never miss a visit to the
galleries in Culver City and I'm excited to have my very favorite bookstore moved to that neighborhood. And on this recent trip I found a delicious restaurant that is essential for breakfast or lunch. For more information, see Judi's blog, theaccessorator.com. This L.A. restaurant is a hot spot among locals, and their new brunch menu just
closes the deal. The non-traditional brunch menu includes steamed short rib sandwiches with cheddar, caramelized onions, and horseradish aioli and pancakes with lemon zest, ricotta, and whipped cream. Everything here is delicious and you will love every single aspect of Recess. When choosing a dermatologist or any health care
professional, for that matter, information is key. With pimples in a suspicious mole injectables like Botox, dermatological concerns penetrate much deeper than surface-level associations. Plus, as the body's largest organ, our skin can be an accurate and important indicator of our overall health and well-being. In fact, from an evolutionary
point of view, our skin appearance (and how healthy it is to do or not look) can play a reel of attractiveness, and we already know firsthand, and more importantly, the impact it can have on our self-esteem. So whether you're considering a cosmetic procedure, chemical peel, or just want a consultation on a complaint like skin tags or
psoriasis, it's imperative to find a dermatologist who not only knows the stuff (backwards, forwards, diagonals, and back), but who feels comfortable with confidentiality as well. Since we're more skin-obsessed here with Byrdie (and often have the opportunity to pick the minds of some of the best dermatologists in the industry), we decided
to create an editor-curator list of some of the best dermatologists in Los Angeles. (Like the world famous, published, and educational and professional resumes that really knock your socks off.) Longing for brilliantly healthy skin? Read on for Team Byrdie's official list of the best dermatologists in Los Angeles. Headquartered in Beverly
Hills, Jennifer Herrmann, MD, is a board certified dermatologist and dermatologist. Summa cum laude holds a degree from Princeton University, a medical degree from Harvard University, and a mohs micrographic and cosmetic surgery fellowship from the University of California, San Francisco. His philosophy: Make it simple. I treat my
patients with the same compassion and commitment as I do with my family and friends. Each treatment plan is personalized. When my patients look in the mirror, I want them to see their best father. You can find him now. the Moy-Fincher-Chipps facial plastic &amp; dermatology. Special features: Mohs micrographic surgery (removes
skin cancer), facial reconstruction surgery, laser treatments for wrinkles and discoloration, facial cosmetic procedures like fillers and Botox, and special treatments for veins and scarring Title: 421 N. Rodeo Drive, 2nd Floor Website: RodeoDerm.com Contact: (310) 274-5372 The Dermatological Genius and Co-Founder of Facile
Dermatology + Boutique, Nancy Samolitis, MD, takes care of his client's brilliant heart in West Hollywood. The mantra: Good skin should be light. After graduating summa cum laude from the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, he earned an internship at Northwestern University and a dermatology residency at the University of
Utah. At Facile, she brings a personalized, simple, results-driven approach to her dermatological exercise. Expect a beautiful atmosphere, advanced technology and industry-leading skin care experts and products. Special features: Facial rejuvenation special injection and laser techniques for treating head-to-toe aging and other
discoloration-related conditions such as rosacea, face, and epithelials Title: 638 1/2 N. Robertson Blvd. Website: FacileSkin.com Contact: (310) 929-2220 Not only is Harold Lancer, M.D., the Kardashians go-to in brilliant, pure complexion, but he also has plenty of experience with his, finally culminating in his cutting-edge skincare line, the
Lancer method (which, by the way, Kim Kardashian West describes as perfection). Convinced: Beautiful leather is a two-way street. Illuminated, radiant skin is as dependent on the patient's commitment to order as it is on office procedures. Lancer is with the American Academy of Dermatology and is associated with Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, Los Angeles and UCLA Medical Center. Graduated from Brandeis; graduated from the University of California, San Diego; and completed his dermatology residency at Harvard Medical School, which is just the tip of the iceberg, where his street credibility is concerned. Now you'll find your private practice in Beverly Hills, a 30-
year-old celebrity flocking point. Special features: Depigmentation treatments, LED treatments, placenta facials, micro-needling, radio frequency skin firming treatments, and more. Note: Each treatment is tailored to the patient's skin in the Lancer and involved aesthetics. Address: 440 N. Rodeo Drive Website: LancerSkincare.com
Contact: (310) 278-8444 Although incredibly skilled in many dermatological specialties, Naissan Wesley, MD, is especially known and recognized for her work in diagnosing and treating skin conditions. In addition to practicing skin care and laser doctors in Beverly Hills, he also serves as a clinical instructor in medicine at UCLA and is
largely associated with Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. He graduated from the University of California, San Francisco, and in internal medicine at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center and as a dermatology resident at UCSF. One of the most admired professionals in the industry, he practices general dermatology, cosmetic dermatological
procedures, and Mohs surgery. Plus, he regularly contributes to medical journals, textbooks, and lectures across the country. Special features: Diagnosis and treatment of skin diseases, injectable, laser resurfacing, reconstructive surgery, Mohs surgery, chemical peels, and sclerotherapy. Address: 9201 W. Sunset Blvd., Suite 602
Website: SkincareandLaser.com Contact: (310) 246-0495 A true pioneer in the industry of dermatology, Zein Obagi, MD, another beloved celebrity favorite. In addition to the highly respected reputation of the A-list and health professionals alike, he is the founder of the Obagi Institute of Health (which opened in 1985) as well as ZO Skin
Health, a game-changing product line. He takes care of Beverly Hills, but also practices at ZO Skin Centre locations in San Diego, Laguna Beach, and Newport Beach. An all-around skin whisperer, Obagi is a board certified practicing dermatologist, skin care expert, award-winning inventor, educator, and author. He graduated from
Damascus Medical School, completed his pathological residency at William Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak, Michigan, and completed obstetrics at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. She is credited with the concept of conception of skin health as a science and defines healthy skin on its website as naturally smooth, strong, solid, even-
toned, hydrated and free from the disease. Specialties: Industry leading skin care products, facials, therapeutic peels, injectables, and more. Address: 270 N. Canon Drive, Suite 100 Website: ZOSkinHealth.com Contact: (800) dr-obagi As the creator of DNAEGF Renewal skin care products and senior vice president of the Skin Cancer
Foundation, Ronald Moy, MD, is impressive to say the least. For a further preview of his autobiography, he authored more than 200 articles on the topic of cosmetic and dermatological surgery and treatments, gives lectures worldwide, and graduates from UCLA and the University of Pittsburgh Center for Health Services. Interestingly, Moy
often discourages patients from surgery and instead incorporates other science-supported solutions like bio-identical hormones, nutrition, stem cells, and anti-aging treatments to achieve skin-transforming results in the inner-out. With over 25 years of experience, he practices At Moy-Fincher-Chipps Facial Plastics &amp; Dermatology in
Beverly Hills. (The practice also has sites, Encino and Torrance.) Specialties: Cosmetic and facial plastic surgery, facial lifts, neck lifts, liposuction, laser skin resurfacing, eye lifts, Mohs micrographic surgery, and bio-id hormones program. Address: 421 N. Rodeo Drive, 2nd Floor Website: RodeoDerm.com Contact: (310) 274-5372 Jessica
Wu, MD, has been a leading name in the industry for years and has been working with her (and not a celebrity!) caring, with practical intent and with the aim of helping paving the way for your patients' journey to healthy, beautiful skin. He earned a medical degree from Harvard University and a residency degree from USC Medical Center.
In 2004, she created and debuted her own line, power-filled skincare (Dr. Jessica Wu Cosmeceuticals), and devotes time to lecturing and clinical research in addition to her private practice. In fact, he has been a key investigator in a number of game-changing trials involving cosmetic products and devices that have finally been approved
by the FDA such as Juvéderm and Latisse. You'll find Wu at his private doctor's office in Brentwood. Special features: Lasers, peels, injectables, skin, hair, and nail conditions (acne, rosacea, pigmentation, etc.); local anti-aging treatments; skin cancer; and moles. Address: 11620 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 700 Website: DrJessicaWu.com
Contact: (310) 473-5878 World famous for his specialty of lasers and skin cancer, Ben Behnam, MD, brings the best in class care and consideration to each patient. Dedicated to research and innovation, he is widely published (think almost every scientific dermatology medical journal) and graduated summa cum laude from UCLA before
attending UC Irvine School of Medicine, where he graduated from the top of his class with an American Osteopathic Association distinction. He is also known for his proprietary cooling technology, which makes laser wet and wrinkle removal virtually painless and consistently involved in influential, industry-changing clinical trials and
research. Special features: The treatment of skin diseases such as acne and skin rashes; removal of skin tags, warts, and moles (resurfacing the face, wrinkle, and scar removal); cosmetic injections; hair transplantation; and early diagnosis and treatment of skin cancer. Address: 2825 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 303 Website:
SantaMonicaSkin.com Contact: (310) 315-4989 Content in this article is for information only and is not intended to provide medical or other professional advice. This raid is based on our own opinion. When considering a new medical expert, it is important to do your own research. Research.
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